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No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

5102 196 4.61 1.69 30 1/2 8 5/8 38 1/2 6.93 4.18 121" 4

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

WR
DOB (Age)

11-12-89 (27)

Scout Name (Last, First) 

Kallien, Kurt

TEAM

Tennessee Titans12–1st–TENN

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

BAYLOR  (TXBA)

Prospect (Last, First)

Wright, Kendall

2015: vs IND 9/27, vs BUF 10/11, vs ATL 10/25, at HOU 11/1, vs OAK 11/29

17
Winning %

31%
Positions Started

INJURIES

2013-94 rec/1079 yds/2 TDs (7th in NFL in receptions) 2015- 36 rec/408 yds/3 TDs 

Career - 3 receptions of 40+ yds.

4-Year veteran receiver who has started 37 of 55 games for Tennessee. Aligns primarily in the slot, but also split

wide as an X/Z. Struggled through an injury-plagued 2015 which limited his impact and production, missing 4

games with a left knee MCL sprain, and 2 games with a rib injury. Shorter than average, with an angular build,

below average arm length and hands. Good overall athletic ability, coordination and balance. Is twitchy and

sudden with good lateral agility, quickness, and solid long speed. Good overall ability to release, relying upon his

suddenness, body control, and lateral agility to beat Press man coverage, including the ability to manipulate

outside-shaded press defenders with movement to gain an outside release. Exhibits good acceleration to

challenge off-man and Zone defender cushions. Solid mental processing is exhibited in his ability to recognize

and adjust his route to fill voids vs. Zone coverage, adjust his route when he sees blitzes develop pre-snap, and in

his sideline/first down spatial awareness and adjustment ability. Leverages his good AA and solid coverage

processing to show good play speed to operate on short and intermediate levels of the field, showing good

ability to create separation by leveraging his good suddenness and body control to change direction and

accelerate out of his stem, showing particular effectiveness creating space vs Man coverage on 90 degree

breaking routes. Vs. Zone coverage, shows good ability to manage his speed through his route as he works to find 

seams and settle in space between defenders. Ball location awareness and adjustment ability is good, showing

good overall ability to extend for balls thrown outside his frame, including good body adjustment and hand

selection on low balls, the ability to adjust his body against his momentum and secure balls thrown behind him,

as well as to track balls over his shoulder on vertical routes. Hands are good, possessing good concentration to

track the ball to his hands, and good hand-eye coordination and dexterity to secure the ball. Is quick and elusive

with the ball in his hands, showing solid competitive effort and displaying good vision, patience, and burst to

extend plays and be a good producer after the catch, as well as on reverses and jet sweeps. Displays solid mental

toughness and competitive effort to execute in the Red Zone and other critical game situations, showing

situational awareness and aggressively working to finish runs. Has just adequate play strength, and struggles to

execute in all areas when contacted. This is seen in his struggle to release efficiently when jammed at the LOS, as

well as when he is re-routed after encountering friction in his route stem. Does not have the long speed to act as

a deep threat, lacking the ability to stack and maintain separation on DBs on vertical routes. Inconsistent

competitive effort to execute assignments when he is not a primary receiver, as there is a notable drop in speed

when the play goes elsewhere. Is not aggressive to engage and sustain as a blocker. Overall, projects as a slot

receiver due to his ability to release and create separation on short and intermediate routes vs. Press, Off, and

Zone coverage. Will fit best in a system that utilizes 10 and 11 personnel groupings where he can align in the

slot, be put in motion, and have a two way go to utilize his coverage processing and suddenness to separate on

short and intermediate option routes. Lacks the deep speed to take the top off of a defense.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

55
Games Started

37
Games Won

Play Strength, Competitive Toughness, Deep Speed

PROJECTION Projects as a slot receiver due to his ability to release and create separation on short and 

intermediate routes vs. Press, Off, and Zone coverage. Will fit best in a system that utilizes 

10 and 11 personnel groupings where he can align in the slot, be put in motion, and have a 

two way go to utilize his coverage processing and suddenness to separate on short and 

intermediate option routes and create after the catch. Lacks the deep speed to take the top 

off of a defense. 

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Athletic Ability, Release, Hands, YAC

WORST

WR/Slot

Any system that utilizes 10 and 11 personnel groupings where he can align in the slot, be 

put in motion, and have a two way go to utilize his coverage processing and suddenness to 

separate on short and intermediate option routes. 

2012- Broken Ribs (Missed game 16)  2013- Concussion, Left ankle sprain (No games 

missed), 2014- No games missed to injury 2015-Left MCL sprain (Missed Weeks 8-10, 13-

14, 16)

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed


